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Abstract: This paper defines a framework for explaining
redo recovery after a system crash. In this framework, an installation graph explains the order in which operations must
be installed into the stable database if it is to remain recoverable. This installation graph is a significantly weaker ordering on operations than the conflict graph from concurrency control. We use the installation graph to devise (i)
a cache management algorithm for writing data from the
volatile cache to the stable database, (ii) the specification of a
REDO test used to choose the operations on the log to replay
during recovery, and (iii) an idempotent recovery algorithm
based on this test; and we prove that these cache management and recovery algorithms are correct. Most pragmatic
recovery methods depend on constraining the kinds of operations that can appear in the log, but our framework allows arbitrary logged operations. We use our framework to
explain pragmatic methods that constrain the logged operations to reading and writing single pages, and then using this
new understanding to relax these constraints. The result is
a new class of logged operations having a recovery method
with practical advantages over current methods.
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Introduction

Explaining how to recover from a system crash requires answering some fundamental questions.
How can the stable state be explained in terms of what
operations have been installed and what operations
have not?
How should recovery choose the operations to redo in
order to recover an explainable state?
How should the cache manager install operations into
the stable state in order to keep the state explainable,
and hence recoverable?
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The answers to these questions can be found in the
delicately-balanced and highly-interdependent decisions
an implementor must make. One of these decisions is
the choice of operations to be recorded in the log. Many
systems rely on page-oriented operations where operations
write a single page and read at most that page, but how
would the answers to the three questions above change if
the operations could read or write other pages? The goal of
this work is to understand the impact the choice of logged
operations has on crash recovery.
The foundation for this work is an installation graph that
constrains the order in which changes by operations can be
installed into the stable state, and provides a way of explaining what changes have been installed. This graph uses edges
to order conflicting operations like the conflict graph from
concurrency control, but the installation ordering is much
weaker. We prove that if, at the time of a crash, the state
can be explained in terms of this graph, then we can use the
log to recover the state. We then design a cache management algorithm that guarantees that the stable state remains
explainable and a recovery algorithm that recovers any explainable state, and we prove that these algorithms are correct. Both cache management and recovery algorithms are
based on conditions derived from the installation graph. In
this sense, it is the installation graph that captures the impact
of the choice of logged operations on the recovery process.
One pragmatic impact of our work is a concise explanation of redo recovery. Our work makes it easy to compare recovery methods and to understand how changing the
logged operations will change the algorithms needed for
crash recovery. For example, given a database using one
class of logged operations, we can see exactly how using another class of logged operations forces the cache manager to
change. Our work also has the potential for identifying generalizations of known logging strategies. Indeed, we generalize the logged operations used in physiological logging to
a class we call tree operations that improves the efficiency
of logging changes like B-tree splits while introducing only
minor changes to cache management.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first treatment of
crash recovery that is both formal and general. Formal treat-
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ments of recovery from aborts via transaction rollback are
quite general [13], but the only formal treatment of recovery
from crashes we know about [8] is specific to ARIES [14].
In the remainder of this introduction, we explain in more detail how the choice of logged operations can affect recovery,
and how our framework exposes this impact.

1.1
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The basics of redo recovery

When a computer crashes, the contents of the memory are
presumed to be lost or corrupted. Only the contents of the
disk are trusted to remain. In order to guarantee that the
database state can survive a crash, it is stored on disk in the
stable database. Reading and writing the disk is slow, however, so parts of the state are kept in memory in the database
cache. Each change an operation makes to the state is made
in the cache, and the cache manager is responsible for writing these changes into the stable database at some later point
in time.
The cache manager may not be able to write all of the
changes into the stable database before a crash, so information about each operation is written to a record in a log,
and the log is used to reconstruct the database state after a
crash. The log is typically a sequence of log records (but see
[9, 15]). The head of the log is kept on disk in the stable log,
the tail of the log is kept in memory, and the log manager
is responsible for moving log records from memory to disk.
We assume the log manager is following the write-ahead log
protocol WAL. This is a well-understood way of managing
the log. It has the property that before any state change made
by an operation O is written into the stable state, the log
record for O and all records preceding this record are written
into the stable log.
The recovery process uses the stable state and the stable
log to recover the database after a crash. There are many
methods for recovery that appear in the literature. These
methods provide many specific techniques for ensuring
transaction atomicity and durability, including write-ahead
logging, the do/undo/redo paradigm, forcing log records at
commit, forcing pages at commit, and so on [2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 14],
and much of this work has found its way into textbooks
[1, 6]. In addition, general methods exist for undoing nested
transactions [16] and multi-level transactions [10, 17, 18].
We focus on redo recovery. This technique starts at some
point in the log and reads to the end of the log. As it examines each log record, it either reinvokes the logged operation
on the current state or passes it by. While redo recovery is
just one form of recovery, it is an important technique because every efficient recovery method uses it. Redo recovery is efficient in the sense that it does not require the cache
manager to write all changes to the stable state when a transaction commits. Redo recovery also has applications in areas like word processing and file editing that are independent of the transactional setting. Furthermore, ARIES [14]
suggests understanding recovery after a crash as performing
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Figure 1: Recovery based on after-image logging.

redo recovery followed by undo recovery. With this, redo
recovery must solve the hardest parts of recovery: making
sense of the state at the time of the crash, and determining
what operations in the log to reexecute to rebuild the state.
These are the kinds of problems we want to study.

1.2

The problem

The operations a user invokes on the database can be quite
different from the operations appearing in the log. For example, inserting a record into a B-tree may be a single operation
to the user, but may be recorded as a sequence of write operations in the log if the insert involves splitting a node. The
only requirement is that the combined effect of the logged
operations be equal to the effect of the user operation. There
are many ways that a user operation can be split into logged
operations. How this split is made can affect many aspects
of recovery. To see that this is true, let us examine two common logging strategies.
In the simplest form of after-image logging (also called
state or physical logging), each log record consists of a variable name and a value written to that variable. Each logged
operation is effectively of the form x  v describing a blind
write to a single variable (typically a disk page). This technique has the advantage that cache management and recovery are quite easy. The cache manager can install changes
into the stable database in any order, and recovery is still
possible. In the example in Figure 1, variables in the stable database can have any value at the start of recovery. The
recovery process merely needs to start scanning the log at a
point where all uninstalled operations will be included in the
scan, and then write values into variables one after another
in log (or conflict graph) order. At the end of recovery, each
variable will be set to its final logged value and the state will
be recovered.
In logical logging, each log record consists of the name
of the operation and the parameters with which it was invoked. This technique has the advantage that the log records
are much smaller (an operation’s name and parameters are
typically much smaller than a copy of a disk page), but now
cache management is tricky. In the scenario of Figure 2,
the stable database and the database cache begin in the same
state, then two swap operations are performed, their changes
are made in the cache, and the two log records for the swaps
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Figure 3: Write-read edges can be ignored.
Figure 2: Recovery based on logical logging.

are written to the stable log. Suppose that the effect of the
first swap is written to the stable database just before a crash.
The recovery process can redo the second swap and recover
the state of the database. On the other hand, suppose the effect of the second swap is installed just before a crash, and
the effect of the first is never installed. Now the recovery
process is stuck. There is no way that it can recover by redoing one or both of the swap operations appearing in the
log: it can’t swap the value 2 into x since the value 2 does
not even appear in the stable state. The cache manager must
install the first swap before the second.
Given a class of logged operations, how much flexibility
does the cache manager have in the order it installs database
changes? At one extreme, the cache manager could install
changes in the order they occur, but this ordering is too strict
to be efficient. At the other extreme, the cache manager
could install changes in any order. This does not work with
logical logging. On the other hand, it does work with afterimage logging. This causes us to ask the following question:
given a set of logged operations, what is the weakest possible ordering that the cache manager can use when installing
changes and still guarantee that the stable database remains
recoverable?
Identifying this weakest ordering is interesting for many
reasons. It gives the cache manager more flexibility to install changes in a more efficient order, perhaps making cache
management simpler. It also may lead to new logging strategies making use of new kinds of logged operations that reduce logging cost but preserve cache efficiency and database
recoverability. Finally, it can lead to improved understanding and comparison of known recovery strategies.

1.3

The solution

Given a class of logged operations, we represent the amount
of flexibility the cache manager has to install the changes
made by these operations with an installation graph giving
a partial order on the operations. We prove that if a database
state can be “explained” as the result of installing operations
in a prefix of this graph, and if the database log contains

the remaining uninstalled operations, then the database is recoverable. One well-known partial order on operations is
the conflict graph. Two operations O and P conflict if one
writes a variable x that the other reads or writes, and every
pair of conflicting operations is ordered by an edge in the
graph from one to the other. The edges are classified into sets
of read-write, write-read, and write-write edges depending
on how the operations O and P access x. It is easy to see
that if operations are installed in a sequential order consistent with the conflict graph, then the state remains recoverable: redoing the uninstalled operations in a sequential order
consistent with the graph will recover the state. Are all of the
edges in the conflict graph needed? The answer is no.
We do not need write-read edges. The example in Figure 3
involves one operation O setting x  1 followed by a second operation P setting y  x, and there is clearly a writeread edge from O to P in the conflict graph since O writes
x before P reads it. O and P are invoked on the database
and their changes are made in the cache, but P is installed
first in the stable database just before a crash. The recovery
process can redo O, and since redoing O does not reset the
effect of P (O does not write to the variable y written by P ),
recovery is accomplished.
In many cases, we do not need write-write edges either.
This observation is related to the Thomas write-rule in the
special case of blind writes to single pages, but it is also
true in more general situations. In the example of Figure 4,
an operation O setting x  1 and z  2 is followed by
an operation P setting y  x and z  3, so there is a
write-write edge from O to P since both write to the variable z . Again, O and P are invoked on the database and their
changes are made in the cache, but only P is installed in the
stable database before a crash, and not O. The recovery process can redo O and this resets a change made by P , but redoing O has the effect of reconstructing the read set of P , so
the recovery process can redo P as well.
We can generalize this last example to the case where
redoing a sequence of operations beginning with O reconstructs the read set of P during recovery, and hence enables
the redo of P . Given an operation O, we define the must redo
set of O, denoted by must(O), that contains O and all operations following O in the conflict graph whose changes would
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Figure 4: Write-write edges can often be ignored.
be reset by redoing O during recovery, and hence would
have to be redone themselves. This is effectively the transitive closure of the write-write edges in the conflict graph
starting from O. We also define the can redo set of O, denoted by can(O), containing operations reset by redoing O
that can ultimately be redone as a result of redoing O. These
operations can be ordered in a way consistent with the conflict graph and beginning with O so that redoing the first operation rebuilds the read set of the second, redoing the first
two operations rebuilds the read set of the third, and so on.
The installation graph is obtained from the conflict graph
by keeping all read-write edges, throwing away all writeread edges, and keeping write-write edges from O to P when
P 2 must(O)ncan(O).1 This reflects our earlier observation that all of the write-read edges and many of the
write-write edges are unnecessary. In the case of write-write
edges, there is an edge from O to P if redoing O during recovery forces us to redo P , but redoing O does not guarantee
that P can actually be redone. This definition of an installation graph is quite simple, but it is already enough to demonstrate differences between logging strategies.
First consider after-image logging, where the logged operations are blind writes of the form x  v. In this case,
the installation graph has no edges at all, which corresponds
to our earlier observation that changes resulting from these
operations can be installed in any order. This is because the
read set of every operation is empty. There are obviously
no read-write edges for this reason. To see that there are no
write-write edges, notice that if P is in O’s must redo set
then P is in O’s can redo set, since P ’s read set is null and
does not need reconstruction.
Now consider the case of physiologicallogging [6], where
each logged operation x  f (x) reads the value of a single
page and writes some function of this value back to the same
page. In this case, the installation graph consists of chains of
read-write edges, one chain for each variable x that orders
the operations accessing x. Once again there are no writewrite edges because every operation P in O’s must redo set
is also in O’s can redo set. To see this, notice that if O reads
and writes x, then O’s must redo set consists of all opera1 We denote the set difference of two sets A and B by AnB . This is the
set of elements in A and not in B .

tions P reading and writing x that follow O in the conflict
graph. We can redo all of these operations after redoing O
by redoing them in conflict graph order.
The installation graph we have defined so far is quite
simple because we have made some simplifying assumptions. We have assumed that when an operation O’s changes
are installed into the stable database, that all of its changes
are installed atomically, but this is frequently not necessary.
Atomic installation may even be problematic if an operation
O can write multiple pages. We allow O’s write set to be partitioned into updates that represent the units of atomic installation. We have also assumed that when an operation O is redone during recovery, that the entire write set of O is recomputed and installed, but this may not be true either. There
are recovery methods that can test during recovery which of
O’s changes are uninstalled and recompute only a portion
of O’s write set. One example is recovery based on log sequence numbers (LSN’s), where every page is tagged with
the LSN of the log record of the last operation to write to
the page. During recovery, any page having an LSN greater
than the LSN associated with an operation’s log record must
already contain the changes made by this operation, so no
change needs to be made to the page. We allow O’s write set
to be partitioned into redos that represent the units of recovery. Incorporating these notions into the installation graph is
delicate, but we do so in a clean way, and this enables us to
capture more general logging strategies.

1.4

The consequences

Given our installation graph, we prove that if the state of the
stable database can be “explained” by a prefix of the installation graph, then we can use the stable log to recover the state.
A state S can be explained by a prefix of the graph if there is
an ordering of the operations in the prefix that (among other
things) assigns certain “exposed” variables the same values
they have in S . If we consider the operations in the prefix to
be installed and the rest of the operations to be uninstalled,
then the exposed variables are (roughly speaking) all variables that are read by one uninstalled operation before being written by any other. Assuming these exposed variables
have the right values, then we can recover the state simply
by redoing the uninstalled operations in conflict graph order.
Since an explainable state is a recoverable state, all the
cache manager has to do is install operations one after another in a way that guarantees that the stable state remains
explainable. Of course, in reality, a cache manager does not
install operations, it installs variables. If two operations happen to write two values to a variable x between two successive installations of x, then the cache manager writes the
second value back to the stable state and effectively installs
changes made by both operations at once. Nonetheless, the
installation graph ordering of operations can be used to construct an ordering on variables so that if the cache manager
installs variables in this order, then the state remains explain-
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able in terms of a set of installed operations.
Recovering an explainable state can be as simple as going
through the log and redoing an operation if it is uninstalled,
but this requires a test for whether an operation is installed.
On the other hand, some recovery methods redo many more
operations than this. Some recovery methods go through the
log and redo every operation that can be redone, but this requires knowing whether an operation is applicable in the current state. This also requires knowing whether redoing an installed operation O will reset the effects of another installed
operation P , and if so, whether it will be possible to redo P
when it is reached in the log. We abstract away these details
by assuming the existence of a test REDO (O) for whether
the recovery procedure should redo the operation O. The
specification of REDO (O) is stated in terms of the installation graph, and it is an abstraction of many implementation
techniques like log sequence numbers used to determine during recovery whether the operation O should be redone. We
give an algorithm that goes through the log and redoes O
whenever REDO(O) returns true, and we prove that this is an
idempotent recovery algorithm when started in an explainable (and hence recoverable) state.
The installation graph is also a criterion for the correctness of checkpointing algorithms. The process of checkpointing need only identify (perhaps after flushing portions
of the cache to disk) a prefix of the installation graph that explains the stable state, and then remove a prefix of the stable
log that contains only operations in this prefix, always leaving all uninstalled operations on the log.
Finally, we can exploit the installation graph to generalize existing logging strategies. We show how the logged
operations used in physiological logging can be generalized
to what we call tree operations. A tree operation reads one
page and writes that page together with a set of “new pages”
that have never been written before. Cache management for
tree operations is only slightly more difficult that for physiological operations. Tree operations, however, enable us
to log the splitting of a B-tree node with a single operation
rather than with a sequence of physiological operations. In
addition, we can use checkpointing as a kind of garbage collection that allows us to reclaim used-and-discarded pages
as “new pages” that can be written by future tree operations.
In ways like these, the installation graph gives us a graphtheoretic technique for understanding many aspects of redo
recovery methods that appear in the literature.

2

Database Model

We sketch our model of a database here, and give the complete statement in the technical report [12]. A state is a function mapping variables in a set V to values in a set V , and one
state is chosen as the initial state. An operation is a function
mapping states to states. We consider only the logged operations in this model, and do not explicitly model the user

operations. An operation invocation describes a particular
invocation of an operation. It is a tuple including the operation invoked, the read and write sets for the invocation, and
their before and after images. When it will cause no confusion, we denote an operation invocation by the name of the
operation invoked, and we shorten “operation invocation” to
“operation.”
We mentioned in the introduction that the changes an operation makes to its write set need not be installed into the
database atomically, since they may be installed as a sequence of atomic installations instead, perhaps one page at a
time. We model this by assuming that the write set of an operation O is partitioned into a collection U 1  : : : Uu of disjoint subsets. Our interpretation of U i is that the changes O
makes to variables in Ui must be installed atomically. We
refer to the pair hO Ui i as an update. We assume that the
intersection of O’s read and write sets is contained in just
one of the sets Ui , which means that O’s changes to its read
set must be installed atomically. We note that O’s changes
to its read set must be installed after all of O’s other changes,
or it may be impossible to redo O after a crash. Informally,
we think of an operation O as being a set of updates whose
write sets partition O’s write set.
We also mentioned in the introduction that it may not be
necessary or desirable to reconstruct the entire write set of an
operation during recovery, since it may be possible to apply
some test during recovery to determine which of the operation’s updates need to be reinstalled. The more specific this
test can be about which updates need to be reinstalled, the
smaller the reconstructed portion of the write set needs to be.
We model this by assuming that an operation O’s set of updates is partitioned into a collection of redo’s. The recovery
process may choose to redo only a few of an operation’s redos, but redoing one redo means reinstalling all of that redo’s
updates. During recovery, a redo is an all or nothing thing:
either all of the updates in the redo are reinstalled, or none
are. Given an update hO U i, we let O U ] denote the redo
that contains it.
Two operation invocations conflict if the write set of one
intersects the read or write set of the other. A conflict graph
orders conflicting invocations O and P with a path from O
to P if O occurs before P , in which case we write O  P .
We consider only serializable conflict graphs, which means
they can be totally ordered. A history H is a conflict graph
describing a database execution; that is, a conflict graph that
contains all operation ever invoked on the database. A log
L for H is a subgraph of H induced by some nodes in H
giving a partial description of the history, and possibly including some additional edges to impose a stricter ordering
(like a sequence) on invocations.
A database system D is a triple (S L H ) consisting of a
state S , a history H , and a log L for H . Of course, no real
database implementation would explicitly represent the history since the state and the log contain all of the information about the history needed by the implementation. For us,
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the history is just the correctness condition for the recovery
process. We say that D is recovered if its state S is the result of starting with the initial state and applying the operations in its history H in a sequence consistent with H . We
say that D is recoverable if it can be transformed into a recovered database by installing some redos for some operations appearing in the log in some order consistent with the
log. The recovery process should be idempotent, meaning
that the database remains recoverable throughout the recovery process.
We can assume that the log is always a suffix of the history, for two reasons. First, we assume that the log manager is following the write-ahead log protocol WAL. In our
model, this means that when an operation is added to the
stable history, the operation is also added to the stable log.
Second, we assume that the checkpointing process—which
speeds recovery by shortening the log—removes installed
operations from the front of the log. The result is that the
log forms a suffix of the history that contains all uninstalled
operations of the history. For example, this means the log of
a recovered database can be empty.
A database implementation splits a database into stable and volatile components as illustrated in Figure 5.
The stable database is a database (Ss  Ls Hs) as defined above, and represents the disk resident part of the
database. The volatile database or cache is a partial
database (Sv  Lv  Hv  Uv  Bv )—meaning that the volatile
state is a partial mapping from variables to values—with two
additional data structures:
the update buffer Uv is a set of updates not yet installed
in the stable state Ss , and
the log buffer B v is a working log consisting of operations not yet posted to the stable log L s .
The logical database is a database (S`  L`  H`) where the
state S` is a merge of the volatile and stable states, the log

L` is the volatile log, and the history H ` is the volatile history. The value of a variable x in the logical state is the value
of x in the volatile state if defined, and the value of x in the

stable state otherwise.
During normal operation, invoking an operation O on the
database changes the volatile state by changing the values
of variables in O’s write set to the values given by O’s after
image, adds O’s updates to the update buffer, adds O to the
log buffer, and adds O to the volatile history. The volatile
log is empty during normal operation—it is used only during
recovery—implying that the logical log is also empty.
At the start of recovery, the volatile database is reset as
follows (see Figure 5). The volatile log and history are set
equal to the stable log and history; and the volatile state, update buffer, and log buffer are set to empty. One after another, operations O are chosen from the front of the log, and
some collection of O’s redos O U ], perhaps none, are chosen. For each chosen redo O U ], one after another, the updates hO V i in O U ] are used to modify the volatile state
and then are added to the update buffer. Finally, O is removed from the log. Notice that O already appears in the
stable history and log, so there is no need to add it to the
volatile history and log buffer.
It is the cache manager that moves information from the
volatile database to the stable database (see Figure 5). It
does so as follows:
1. It chooses a variable x to write to the stable state, and
then chooses a set X of variables including x. How this
choice is made is the subject of a later section.
2. It updates the stable log by following the write-ahead
log protocol. This means that it identifies all operations
O with updates hO U i in the volatile update buffer
writing to a variable in X , it identifies prefixes of the
volatile log buffer and volatile history so that no such
operation O appears in the remaining suffixes, it adds
these prefixes to the stable log and stable history, and it
removes the log buffer prefix from the log buffer.
3. It writes X atomically to the stable state and removes
the updates hO U i from the volatile update buffer.
This description is consistent with our use of the WAL protocol and our checkpointing requirement, and guarantees that
the stable log is always a suffix of the stable history.

3 Conditions for Recoverability
The main results of this section are the definition of the installation graph and what it means for a state to be explainable in terms of this graph. Then in later sections we will
use this graph to construct recovery and cache management
algorithms.
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3.1

Must redo and Can redo

As in the introduction, the definition of the installation graph
begins with the definition of the must and can redo sets.
In the introduction, we defined must(O) to be the set
of all operations following O in the conflict graph whose
changes would be reset by redoing O during recovery, and
hence would have to be redone themselves. This was effectively the transitive closure of the write-write edges in the
conflict graph starting with O. Now that redos are the unit
of recovery, and not operations, we want to define this set in
terms of updates and redos.
Assuming that we must reinstall an update hO U i during
recovery, what is the set of updates that will be deinstalled
when we reinstall hO U i? First, reinstalling hO U i during
recovery requires that we reinstall every update in its redo
set O U ]. Next, reinstalling the updates in O U ] may overwrite variables written by operations following O in the conflict graph, effectively deinstalling updates for later operations. Each of these deinstalled updates hP V i and their associated redos P V ] will have to be reinstalled, and reinstalling them will in turn deinstall updates for later operations, and so on.
With this intuition, we define jO P j to be the length of the
longest path from O to P in the conflict graph, and we define
MUST hO U i by induction as follows.

hO U i = O U ].
hO U i = MUSTd;1hO U i  P V ] for all updates hP V i such that d = jO P j and V intersects the
set of variables written by updates in MUST d;1 hO U i.
The set MUST hO U i is the union or limit of the sets
MUST d hO U i, and MUST hO U inO U ]2 is the set of up1.
2.

MUST0
MUSTd

dates that must be reinstalled as a result of reinstalling

hO U i. Notice how the size of the redos P V ] affects the
size of the must redo sets MUST hO U i: the more updates in
a redo P V ], the more updates that have to be reinstalled
after hO U i.

In the introduction, we defined can(O) to be the operations in must(O) that we know can ultimately be redone
once O has been redone. These operations can be ordered in
a way consistent with the conflict graph and beginning with
O so that redoing the first operation rebuilds the read set of
the second, redoing the first two operations rebuilds the read
set of the third, and so on. This is because the second operation reads the variables just written by the first one, the third
operation reads the variables just written by the first two, and
so on. Since each operation will read the same values from
its read set during recovery as it saw during normal operation, it will write the same values to its write set. We can
make a similar definition in terms of updates and redos. We
proceed by induction and define
1.

CAN0

hO U i = O U ].

2 Remember

are not in B .

that we write AnB to denote the set of elements in A that

2.

CANd hO U i = CANd;1 hO U i  P V ] for all updates hP V i in the set MUSTd hO U i with d = jO P j
such that the read set of P is contained in the set of variables written by updates in CAN d;1 hO U i.

The set CAN hO U i is the union or limit of the CAN d hO U i.
Having thought so hard about how installing one update
during recovery can deinstall a second, let us formally define
an installed update. Suppose we have a state that is the result of installing some sequence  of updates, where  may
describe alternating periods of normal operation and recovery. Which of the updates in  do we consider installed? We
have already noted that MUST hO U inO U ] is the set of updates that must be redone as a result of reinstalling hO U i,
so it seems natural to define installed subsequence of  to be
the subsequence of  obtained as follows:

1. Select an update hO U i in  and delete from  all but
the last instance of hO U i in .
2. Delete from  all instances of updates in
MUST hO U inO U ] that precede this last appearance of hO U i in ,
3. repeat this for all updates in .

The result of this construction is well-defined; that is, if  1
and 2 are installed subsequences of , then 1 = 2 . We
define the set of installed updates in  to be those appearing
in the installed subsequence. A sequence  is an installed
sequence if it is equal to its own installed subsequence.

3.2

Installation Graph

In the introduction, we defined the installation graph by
observing that, in the conflict graph, all of the write-read
edges and many of the write-write edges are unneeded. We
defined the installation graph to be the result of keeping
all read-write edges, throwing away all write-read edges,
and keeping write-write edges from O to P when P 2
must(O)ncan(O). Keeping the write-write edge from O to
P meant that redoing O meant we must redo P , but that redoing O is no guarantee that we can ever redo P . Since must
and can redo sets have exactly the same interpretation when
defined in terms of updates and redos, we can define the installation graph in exactly the same way now.
The installation graph for a history (or conflict graph) is
a directed graph where each node is labeled with an update
hO U i, and for distinct updates hO U i and hP V i, there is
an edge from hO U i to hP V i if O  P in the history and
either
1. read-write edges: the intersection of the read set of O
and V is nonempty, or
2. write-write edges: hP V i is contained in MUST hO U i
but not in CAN hO U i.

We write hO U i  hP V i if there is a path from hO U i
to hP V i. A prefix of the installation graph is an update sequence  such that (i)  is an installed sequence, and (ii) if
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hO U i appears in , then every update hP V i  hO U i appears in . We will also refer to a set I of updates as a prefix
if there is a prefix  consisting of the updates in I .
The updates for an operation O are unordered by  for the
most part, the only exception being when O writes to its own
read set. In this case, there is a read-write edge from every
update hO V i to the (single) update hO U i writing to O’s
read set. These read-write edges represent the fact that O’s
changes to its read set must be installed last, or it may be impossible to redo O after a crash. We say that hO U i is the final update for O if U contains O’s read set, and we say that
O U ] is the final redo for O if O U ] contains O’s final update. A consistent ordering of O’s updates is any sequence
that ends with O’s final update or does not include O’s final update, and we define a consistent sequence of O’s redos
in the same way. Ordering updates in this way has been referred to as “careful replacement” in the recovery literature
[1, 6].
Another useful ordering on updates respects both the installation graph and conflict graph orderings: we define
hO U i < hP V i iff hO U i  hP V i or O < P . It is
convenient to extend < to redos: we define O U ] < P V ]
iff O U ] and P V ] contain hO U 0i and hP V 0i satisfying
hO U 0i < hP V 0 i. When we say that an update hO U i or
redo O U ] is minimal with respect to some set of updates
or redos, we mean minimal with respect to <. The idea here
is that we will be redoing operations in conflict order during recovery because we read the log in this sequence. We
install the updates of these operations in an order consistent
with the installation graph.
3.3

Explainable States

During recovery, certain important variables must have the
right values in them. These are the variables whose values
must be correct in order to reconstruct the read sets of the
uninstalled updates. We define a variable x to be exposed
by  iff one of the following conditions is true:
1. no update uninstalled after  reads or writes x, or
2. some update uninstalled after  reads or writes x, and
the minimal such update reads x.
The exposed variables have some very nice properties. For
example, if  and  have the same set of installed updates,
then they have the same set of exposed variables, and every
exposed variable x has the same value after  and  .
A prefix  explains a state S if for every variable x exposed by , the value of x in S is the value of x after . A set
of installed updates I explains a state S if some  explains
S and I is the set of installed updates in , in which case
we can prove that any  with this set of installed updates explains S . Thus, if S is the state of the stable database at the
start of recovery, then the exact sequence of updates used to
construct S is unimportant. Only the set of updates considered installed in S is important. This is crucial as it is impos-

sible in general to determine the exact installation sequence
that leads to a database state, a task that is made even more
difficult by the fact that crashes can occur that require multiple invocations of recovery and hence produce arbitrarily
complex installation sequences.

3.4

Minimal Uninstalled Updates

An operation O is applicable to a state S if for every variable x in O’s read set, the value of x in S is given by O’s before image. This means that O reads the same values during
recovery as it did during normal operation, so it will write
the same values as well. An update hO U i is installable in
a state S if the database state S0 = S hO U i obtained by installing the effects of hO U i into S is explainable by a prefix
of the installation graph. We can extend this definition to sequences of updates in the obvious way.
A prefix  can be extended by an update hO U i if (i) there
is no write-write edge from hO U i to any update in , and
(ii)  contains every update hP V i  hO U i. We define
extend( hO U i) to be the result of deleting every update in
MUST hO U inO U ] from  , and then appending hO U i if
it does not appear in the result. This is the result of removing
all updates that hO U i deinstalls, and then making sure that
hO U i’s effects are present.
The following theorem is the basis of our informal intuition that an explainable state can be recovered by installing
uninstalled updates in conflict graph order.
Theorem 1 Let S be an explainable state. If O U ] is a
minimal redo with an uninstalled update and  is any consistent ordering of O U ], then O is applicable to S and
extend(  ) explains S , so  is installable in S .

4 General Recovery Method
Theorem 1 suggests a procedure for recovering a database
with an explainable state: choose a minimal redo O U ] with
an uninstalled update, install it, and repeat. In order for this
to work, of course, O must appear in the log. Informally, we
say that a database is explainable if its state is explainable
and its log contains the uninstalled operations. Formally, we
say that a database D = (S L H ) is explainable if there is
a prefix  of the installation graph of the history H such that
 explains the state S and  contains every update of every
operation that is in the history H but not in the log L.
The procedure Recover(D ) in Figure 6 captures the
procedure described above for recovering a database D explained by a prefix . The algorithm considers all operations
O in log order, and considers all redos for O in a consistent
order, and then invokes a test REDO(D  O U ]) to determine whether O U ] should be installed into the state of a
database D explained by a prefix .
But under what conditions should this test
REDO(D  O U ]) return true?
At the very least, it
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procedure Recover(D )
while the log L is nonempty do
choose a minimal operation O in the log L
choose a consistent ordering of O’s redos
for each redo O U ] satisfying REDO(D  O U ])
do
compute the after image of O U ]
choose a consistent ordering of O U ]’s updates
for each update O V do atomically
install O V
replace  with extend( O V )
delete O from the log L

h

h

i

i

h

i

Figure 6: Recovering a database D explained by .
must return true if O U ] contains an uninstalled update.
Since the log is read in conflict graph order, such a O U ]
would be a minimal redo with an uninstalled update, and
in this case Theorem 1 says that O U ] is guaranteed to be
applicable and installable. Sometimes it is hard to tell that
a redo contains an uninstalled update, so a recovery method
may end up redoing many installed redos all over again.
In fact, whenever O U ] is applicable and installable, it
is okay for the test to return true. Since the log is read
in conflict graph order, we know that installing O U ] is
not going to deinstall things the recovery process has just
installed, and deinstalled things will be reinstalled when we
reach them later in the log.
With this in mind, we require that the test
REDO (D  O U ]) satisfies the following conditions:
1. Safety: If the test returns true, then (a) O is applicable
to S , and (b) there are no write-write edges from updates in O U ] to updates in 
2. Liveness: If O U ] is a minimal redo containing an
uninstalled update in , then the test returns true.
Theorem 1 says that the liveness condition implies the safety
condition, and the safety condition essentially says that
O U ] must be applicable and installable: since operations
are consider in conflict graph order, condition (1b) will imply that O U ] extends  and hence is installable. This test
need only be defined for a database D that is explainable by
a prefix  and for a redo O U ] where O is a minimal operation on D’s log, since these are the only conditions under
which the test is used. The safety condition guarantees that
an operation is redone only when it sees the read set seen
originally and when installing its redo’s will reset the state
such that operations that are deinstalled by it can be redone.
The liveness condition guarantees that the uninstalled operations will always be redone and reinstalled during recovery.
One property of the algorithm Recover that will bother
some people is the fact that it maintains a sequence 
of updates. No recovery algorithm actually does this.
Fortunately,  is only used when evaluating the test

REDO(D  O U ]).
Since testing for applicability is
usually much easier that testing for installability, most
practical methods restrict their operations so that applicable operations are always installable. For example,
page-oriented and tree-structured operations that we study
later in this paper restrict their operations so that there are
effectively no write-write edges in the installation graph.
Thus, REDO (D  O U ]) can ignore  and return true
whenever O is applicable. (This becomes a particularly
easy test for blind writes as they are always applicable. For
page-oriented read/write operations, we can exploit state
identifiers to determine when a page is in the state in which
the operation was originally done.) Since  is unneeded
by the test, maintenance of  can be removed from the
algorithm. We can prove that the invariant “D is explained
by ” holds after each step of Recover(D ), and conclude
that an explainable database is recoverable.

Theorem 2 If database D is explained by , then
Recover(D ) is an idempotent recovery process that
recovers D.

5 General Cache Management
The main result of the previous section was that an explainable database is a recoverable database. To prove that crash
recovery is possible, we need to show how to keep the stable database explainable; that is, so that the stable state is
explainable and the stable log contains all of the uninstalled
operations. Fortunately, the WAL protocol and our checkpointing requirement guarantee that the all uninstalled operations appear in the stable log. Specifically, the WAL protocol guarantees that an operation is added to Ls the moment
it is added to Hs, and our checkpointing requirement guarantees that only installed operations are removed from Ls ,
so together they guarantee that operations in HsnLs are installed. Consequently, in this section, we just need to show
how to keep the stable state Ss explainable. We give an algorithm for managing the cache during normal operation and
recovery that keeps the stable state in an explainable state.
We have assumed that the volatile update buffer is a set of
updates whose effects appear in the volatile state. Here, we
must assume that the update buffer is actually the subgraph
of the installation graph induced by the updates in the update
buffer. We discuss how to avoid explicitly maintaining this
subgraph in the technical report [12].
A cache manager effectively partitions the volatile state
into a “dirty” part and a “clean” part (which we do not discuss here). A variable enters the dirty volatile state when
an operation updates it, can be the subject of multiple updates while there, and leaves the dirty volatile state only
and immediately upon being written to the stable database.
Variables of the dirty volatile state are written to the stable database for two reasons. First, the volatile state can be
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h i h i \
h i
I 
fh ig
V  collapse I with respect to the equivalence classes of
 the strongly connected components of V
W  collapse V with respect to the equivalence classes of
nodes in
return(W )
/* collapsing V made W acyclic */

procedure WriteGraph(I )
T
the transitive closure of “ O U
I P V iff U V
is nonempty” for nodes of I
the graph I after replacing each O U with
O U

T

S

S

Figure 7: Computing the write graph.

(nearly) full, requiring that variables currently present be removed to make room for new variables. Second, it may be
desired to shorten recovery by checkpointing the stable log.
Since only installed operations can be removed from the log,
it may be necessary to install some of their updates before removing them from the log. Systematic installation permits
a prefix of the log to be truncated while preserving stable
database recoverability.
The central problem for cache management is that installation graph nodes are updates but the cache manager writes
variables. The cache manager must write sets of variables
in such a way that update atomicity and update installation
order are observed. The cache manager computes a write
graph for this purpose. Each write graph node v has an associated set updates(v) of updates in the volatile update buffer
and a set variables(v) of the variables these updates write.
The variables of a write graph node must be written atomically in order to guarantee update atomicity. These sets
must be written in write graph order to guarantee update installation order. There is an edge from v to w in the write
graph if there is an edge from any hP V i in updates(v) to
any hQ W i in updates(w) in the installation graph. (Pageoriented operations result in a degenerate write graph, each
node of which is associated with the updates of a single variable and with no edges between nodes and hence with no restrictions on installation order of cache pages.)
The write graph is computed from the volatile update
buffer by the algorithm WriteGraph(U v ) in Figure 7. In this
algorithm, we use the idea of collapsing a graph A with respect to a partition of its nodes. Each set of the partition
represents variables that must be written atomically. The result is the graph B where each node w corresponds to a class
w in the partition and an edge exists between nodes v and
w of B if there is an edge between nodes a and b of A contained respectively in v and w . This idea is used twice in
computing the write graph, once to collapse intersecting updates, and again to make the write graph acyclic. In the technical report [12], we discuss incremental methods of maintaining the write graph W so that it evolves as new updates
are added to the cache.

W

procedure PurgeCache
compute the write graph
choose a minimal v node in
write operations from the log buffer with updates in
updates(v) to the stable log in conflict order
(this adds these operations to the stable history)
atomically write values of variables in variables(v) to the
stable state
delete operations with updates in updates(v) from the log
buffer
delete updates in updates(v) from the volatile update
buffer
delete variables in variables(v) from the dirty volatile state
return

W

Figure 8: The cache management algorithm PurgeCache.

The cache manager uses the algorithm PurgeCache in Figure 8 to write to the stable state. We can prove that using this
algorithm during normal operation and recovery preserves
some simple properties of the stable state. For example, if
the stable state S is explainable by a prefix , then for every
update hO U i in the volatile update buffer
1. there are no write-write edges in the volatile history’s
installation graph from hO U i to updates in  and
2. every update hP V i  hO U i is in  or in the volatile
update buffer.
In the special case that hO U i is a minimal update in the update buffer, these conditions imply that  can be extended
by hO U i, so installing hO U i in the stable state will yield
an explainable state. These conditions are invariant because
operations are added to the update buffer in conflict order
during normal operation, and the REDO test skips over updates that violate condition 1 during recovery. We can also
prove that these conditions are preserved by the algorithm
PurgeCache. Thus, the stable state remains explainable, and
the database remains recoverable:
Theorem 3 PurgeCache preserves the recoverability of the
stable database.

6 Practical Recovery Methods
There are three hard problems that a practical recovery
method must solve:
1. Atomicity, since multiple pages may have to be installed atomically.
2. Write Order, since the cache manager must compute
the write-graph dependencies between cached variables in real time.
3. REDO test, since this test determines which logged operations are redone during recovery.
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Practical methods usually cope with these problems by constraining logged operations to syntactically simple forms. In
this section, we discuss common constraints used by existing methods, and propose a less restrictive constraint that
preserves most of the simplicity of these methods.

6.1

Existing Methods

Most practical recovery methods permit only page-oriented
operations that access exactly one page. Such operations
yield installation graphs without any write-write edges. This
is because if O writes x and P writes x, then P reads either x
or nothing at all, so P is in the can redo of O. Consequently,
such operations are always installable during recovery, and
the REDO test need only test for applicability. Each node of
the write graph is associated with a single page, and there
are no edges at all between nodes of the graph. This means
that the atomicity problem is solved since each page can be
installed atomically,3 and the write order problem is solved
since the pages can be installed in any order. Only the REDO
test poses a problem.
One example of page-oriented operations is after-image
writes which have empty read sets and single-page write
sets. This single-page write might write to the entire page
[3] or to selected records or bytes on the page [2, 4]. These
methods differ in the tradeoff they make between log record
size and the need to access a page before replaying the operation during recovery. These operations are always applicable, and hence the REDO test can always return true.
Another example is physiological operations as described
in [6] and used in ARIES [14]. These are state-transition operations that require reading the before-image of a page and
then computing its after-image. These operations are not always applicable, so the REDO test must test for applicability.
This is usually implemented by storing a state identifier in
the written page and associating the state identifier in some
way with the operation’s log record. The address of the log
record (called a log sequence number or LSN) is often used
as the state identifier [6]. The REDO test simply compares
the log record’s state identifier with the state identifier stored
in the page to determine applicability.

6.2

A New Method: Tree Operations

Understanding installation graphs and their resulting write
graphs allows us to generalize page-oriented methods with
what we call tree operations. A tree operation O reads one
page x, and then writes x and possibly other pages in NEW .
NEW is the set of pages that have never been written before,
and writing a page in NEW removes it from NEW . While O
may write multiple pages, the write set of each update U is a
3 Actually, this is only true if we are guaranteed that a disk write does not

fail in the middle. When such a failure occurs, media failure recovery must
be invoked. For single page writes, a subsequent read can readily detect
such a failure.

single page. We call these tree operations because their conflict graph is a tree.
Like page-oriented operations, tree operations solve the
atomicity problem by defining the write set of each update
to be a single page. Like page-oriented operations, tree operations yield installation graphs with no write-write edges,
so these operations are also always installable and the REDO
test need only test for applicability. Testing for applicability
is easy to implement using log sequence numbers.
Cache management, however, is more difficult since the
write graph is now nontrivial: if O reads x and writes x and
y, then there is an edge from y to x in the write graph because there is a read-write edge from hO yi to hO xi in the
installationgraph since both updates read x. The cache manager needs to do “careful replacement” of these pages; that
is, write the pages in a constrained order. These read-write
edges in the write-graph are simple to compute, since no cycles ever occur for the second “collapse” to process, so a
simple incremental computation of the write graph is possible [12].
Tree operations can improve logging performance for
practical problems like splitting the node of a B-tree. Splitting a node requires reading the page containing the old node
and splitting its contents by writing back to the old node and
a new node, as well as reading and updating the parent node.
“B-link-tree” concurrency and recovery techniques [11] link
the old and new nodes together. This link preserves the accessibility of the moved data in the new node until the parent is updated. As a consequence, we can log the split of the
node and the update of the parent as two separate atomic operations. Let us compare logging the split of the node using
page-oriented operations and tree operations:
Page-oriented operations: Two logged operations are
required, one for each node. One is a blind write to the
new page requiring that we log the entire contents of
this new page. The other is a re-write of the original
page, which only requires that we log the split key and
instructions to remove all entries greater than the split
key from the node.
Tree operations: One logged operation can deal with
the updating of both new and original nodes. This operation reads the old value of the original node and, using the result of this read, writes both original and new
nodes. In particular, the new node’s contents need not
be logged in its entirety because it is derived from the
old value in the original node; that is, the entries greater
than the split key.
Logging tree operations yields in a smaller log at the cost of
requiring “careful replacement:” the value of the new node
must be installed in the stable database before the the updated value of the old node can be installed.
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6.3

Re-cycling Pages

It is important to be able to replenish NEW with pages
that have been freed, effectively recycling them and reclaiming space. Recycling an old page, however, can introduce
a write-write edge in the installation graph between the last
update writing the page prior to its being freed and the first
update writing the same page after re-allocation. The operation performing the new update does not read the page, and
hence this operation is not guaranteed to be in the can-redo
of the earlier operation.
Because of these write-write edges, redoing operations in
the log during recovery threatens to violate the cache management invariant concerning the absence of write-write
edges. This threat can be removed without complicating the
REDO test. The trick is simply to take a checkpoint.
We recycle freed pages by scrubbing them before reusing
them. Scrubbing is done by checkpointing. A checkpoint
“cuts” write-write edges from prior incarnations of a freed
page by removing from the log all operations that have written to the page x prior to it’s being freed. Since x will never
be reset to a value prior to the checkpoint during recovery,
the page can be added back to NEW . Scrubbing is appropriate for recycling pages in any recovery technique and avoids
any change to the technique’s REDO test.

6.4

Future Directions

Our framework provides a clean decomposition of the recovery problem that allows us to identify and focus on the
three hard problems a practical recovery method must solve:
atomicity, the write order, and the REDO test. We hope that
the clearer understanding of recovery that we provide here
will transform what has been an arcane art into the realm
of skilled engineering. We anticipate that this clearer understanding will shortly lead to a number of interesting and
practical new recovery.
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